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For the past 30 years, our focus as DB2 for z/OS database administrators
has been on the support of COBOL programs with static queries that were
relatively easy to control as they were identical throughout the business
logic. Static SQL provided persisted access paths in the database system
and the only thing we had to do was to make sure that these access paths
were apt for all the situations the queries were used in. In the past decade
a silent, but nevertheless in-depth revolution is taking place, as step by
step object-oriented Java (and .NET) based applications are replacing the
old COBOL programs. These applications do not rely on static SQL, but
on dynamic statements that are generated by rather complex frameworks,
that along with the larger usage of Java evolved also rapidly. In this
article, a quick overview of the basics of Java SQL performance on DB2
for z/OS is presented. The idea is to give insight in the mechanisms
driving dynamic SQL coding in Java.
Read the full article.
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President's Letter

Bjarne Nelson, IDUG President

Registration for the 2015 IDUG EMEA DB2 Tech
Conference is Now Open!

Catch up with IDUG President
Bjarne Nelson as he shares
thoughts on his time as IDUG's
President!

Register today for the 2015 IDUG EMEA DB2 Tech Conference, taking
place 15-20 November in Dublin, Ireland. Reserve your spot now at this
one-of-a-kind DB2 event!

Last Month at IDUG.org
Catch up with all things IDUG and stay up-to-date on the latest DB2
trends. Click the links below for a look at last month's hot topics.
The Power and Fun of SQL: April 2015 Online SQL Challenge
IDUG Content Committee DOJO Challenge 2
April 2015: "Fun with SQL" Challenge 3
April 2015: "Fun with SQL" Challenge 4
Please note: You must log in to www.idug.org to view some content.

Interested in partnering with IDUG
in 2015? Learn more here. Contact
IDUG's Sales Coordinator for more
information.
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